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§ 1. Introduction. 
OF recent years increasing use has been made of infinite 

series which do not converge; but whereas the mathematicians 
before the time of Abel and Cauchy used such series without 
proper examination of the validity of their use, modern mathe
maticians in general employ them only when the legitimacy of 
the work can be clearly demonstrated. The need so arising 
for theories to justify the application of ordinary methods and 
transformations to non-convergent series just as if they did 
converge has been fully recognized, and to meet it there have 
been published many well-known memoirs by Cesàro, Borel, 
Poincaré, LeRoy, and others. The theory is still being rapidly 
extended, and new important applications are constantly ap
pearing. Among recent recent workers on the subject may be 
mentioned Bohr, Bromwich, Fejer, Hardy, C. N. Moore, and 
Riesz. 

Parallel with the theory for infinite series there is a theory 
for infinite integrals, but the latter has not yet been developed 
so much as the former. Mr. Hardy* seems to have been the first 
to define a "summable" integral, and his paper was closely 
followed by one due to Dr. C. N. Moore,f in which some 
properties of summable integrals were proved. Subsequently 
Dr. Bromwich $ wrote on the same subject, and more recently 
still the theory has been generalized by Mr. Hardy§ and 
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